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APPARATUS FOR WRITING INFORMATION ON A DATA CONTENT ON A

STORAGE MEDIUM

Description

The present invention is in the field of data security and

content verification.

In many applications, especially when it comes to confiden¬

tial data, it is essential to be able to verify and secure

a data content. Data integrity becomes more and more impor¬

tant, also in the sector of private applications and data.

Conventional data administration concepts lack the possi¬

bility for users to allow other users to verify or integ

rity check data. Especially when using storage media that

season and tend to become more and more erroneous with time

it is a problem that at some point one can no longer be

sure of the data validity or consistency, i.e. if the data

can still be retrieved correctly from such a medium.

Moreover conventional storage concepts and storage media do

not allow to verify an origin of data. For example if data

is transferred using portable storage media, e.g. by send¬

ing a CD (CD = Compact Disc) or a DVD (DVD Digital Versa

tile Disk) by mail, the receiver can not easily prove the

origin of the data, i.e. verify the integrity of the data.

It is therefore the object of the present invention to pro

vide a concept for data storage enabling verification con

sistency and integrity of the data.

The object is achieved by an apparatus for writing accord

ing to claim 1 , a method for writing according to claim 8 ,

an apparatus for verifying according to claim 10, a method

for verifying according to claim 16 and an optical disc

drive according to claim 18.



The object is achieved by an apparatus for writing checksum

information on a data content on a storage medium, the ap

paratus comprising a means for providing checksum informa

tion based on the data content. Furthermore, the apparatus

comprises a writer for writing the data content and the

checksum information on the storage medium, such that a

baseline reader and an enhanced reader can read the data

content, an enhanced reader can read and process the check

sum information, and the baseline reader ignores, skips or

does not read the checksum information.

The object is further achieved by an apparatus for verify

ing a data content from a storage medium, the apparatus

comprising a means for reading the data content and a first

checksum information from the storage medium. Furthermore,

the apparatus comprises a means for providing a second

checksum information based on the data content and a means

for providing a verification indication if the first and

the second checksum information is egual.

The present invention is based on the finding that based on

checksums, respectively encrypted checksums, data validity

and integrity can be verified. In one embodiment, this is

accomplished by storing a checksum over each file that is

recorded on an optical disc in a file system independent

way.

Embodiments of the present invention therefore provide the

advantage that data can be verified, and a user can be pre-

vented from working with broken data. Moreover, an effec

tive mechanism is enabled to verify an origin of data

stored on a storage medium. Some embodiments support public

key signatures for optical storage media. Using this tech ¬

nology, the authenticity of a disc can be proven by verify-

ing a digital signature stored on the disc against a public

verification key that needs to be provided once by an au

thor of optical media. The digital signature refers to a

checksum of the data on the storage medium. Some embodi-



ments can use the private counterpart to the verification

key to digitally design a hash value generated over the

checksums .

Embodiments may allow users to verify that data stored on a

disc has not decayed in any way and is still in its origi

nal state by creating checksums over all files stored on

the disc. In a similar way embodiments may store checksums

or encrypted checksums on any other storage media as memory

cards, hard discs, magneto-optic memory devices, ROM (ROM =

Read Only Memory) etc.

In one embodiment, checksum generation can be done on-the-

fly and checksums can be stored at the end of, for example,

an optical disc. The allocations can be referenced through

a pointer stored in a certain sector, in one embodiment

sector 15 of the user data area could be used.

Assignment of a particular checksum to its respective file

can be done through a chunk table in an embodiment specify

ing a logical sector number of a first data block of a file

and a checksum the file is associated with.

Algorithms used for building the checksums can be chosen

from a number of different options, including but not re

stricted to conventional algorithms as, for example, SHA-I

(SHA = Secure Hash Algorithm) , SHA-256, MD5 (MD = Message

Digest Algorithm) or custom AES-128 (AES = Advanced Encryp

tion Standard) .

File checksum calculation can be performed by host software

as part of a file system authoring process in one embodi

ment. Protection flags may specify for each file whether a

sector payload encryption has been applied to that file and

whether the host software needs to decrypt sector content

before being able to use it.



The chunk size can be the size of a single entry of the

chunk table, the size may be fixed for a particular embodi¬

ment and serves as an extensibility feature with backwards

compatibility for future extensions of embodiments.

The embodiments of the present invention will be detailed

using the accompanying Figs, in which:

Fig. Ia shows an embodiment of an apparatus for writing;

Fig. Ib shows another embodiment of an apparatus for

writing;

Fig. 2 shows an embodiment of an apparatus for verify-

ing;

Fig. 2b shows another embodiment of an apparatus for

verifying;

Fig. 3 shows an embodiment of a storage medium;

Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of an anchor structure;

Fig. 5 shows an embodiment of a file fragment informa-

tion table structure;

Fig. 6 shows an embodiment of a file fragment informa

tion table entry;

Fig. 7 shows an embodiment of a definition of a copy

protection field;

Fig. 8 shows an embodiment of a disc security informa ¬

tion structure;

Fig. 9 shows an embodiment of a redundancy information

field structure;



Fig. 10 shows an embodiment of a redundancy map informa¬

tion structure;

Fig. 11 shows an embodiment of an application revocation

block structure; and

Fig. 12 shows an embodiment of a secure disc feature

descriptor and feature control structure.

Fig. Ia shows an embodiment of an apparatus 100 for writing

checksum information on a data content on a storage medium

105. The apparatus 100 comprises a means 110 for providing

checksum information based on the data content. Further¬

more, the apparatus 100 comprises a writer 115 for writing

the data content and the checksum information on the stor

age medium 105 such that a baseline reader and an enhanced

reader can read the data content, the enhanced reader can

read and process the checksum information, and the baseline

reader ignores, skips or does not read the checksum infor-

mation.

Fig. Ib shows another embodiment of an apparatus 100 for

writing information on data content on a storage medium

105. The apparatus 100 shown in Fig. Ib further comprises a

means 120 for encrypting the checksum information to obtain

an integrity information, the encryption being based on an

encryption key and the writer 115 is adapted for writing

the integrity information to the storage medium 105.

In another embodiment, the writer 115 is adapted for using

an optical disc as a storage medium 105. Moreover, the

writer 115 can be adapted for writing control information

on a physical or logical location of the checksum informa ¬

tion or integrity information on the storage medium 105.

Furthermore, the writer 115 can be adapted for writing the

checksum information or the integrity information to the

logical end of the storage medium 105.



In yet another embodiment, the writer 115 may be adapted

for writing a chunk table specifying an association between

data and checksums or integrity information. The writer 115

may further be adapted for writing a 128-bit checksum for a

data segment to the storage medium 105.

In embodiments, the means 120 for encrypting the checksum

information may utilize asymmetrical or symmetrical encryp¬

tion algorithms. For example, a private key of a user may

be used to encrypt the checksum and to obtain the integrity

information so that using a public key of that user serves

for verifying the checksums and, thus, the data content.

Fig. 2a shows an apparatus 150 for verifying a data content

from a storage medium 155. The apparatus 150 comprises a

means 160 for reading the data content and a first checksum

information from the storage medium 155. The apparatus 150

further comprises a means 165 for providing a second check¬

sum information based on the data content and the means 170

for providing a verification indication if the first and

the second checksum information are equal.

Fig. 2b shows another embodiment of an apparatus 150 for

verifying a data content from a storage medium 155. The em-

bodiment shown in Fig. 2b comprises similar components as

the apparatus 150 shown in Fig. 2a, with the means 160 for

reading being adapted for reading a first encrypted check

sum information and further comprising a means 175 for de¬

crypting the first encrypted checksum information to obtain

the first checksum information. Embodiments, therefore,

read and decrypt encrypted checksum information, which may

serve as integrity information e.g. in case of usage of a

private and public key encryption. With these embodiments,

a user can use a private key to encrypt the checksums, an-

other user can verify the checksums by decrypting them with

a public key to obtain the decrypted checksum information,

which can be verified against checksum information obtained

from the data content.



In embodiments, the means 160 for reading can be adapted

for reading from optical discs. Moreover, the means 160 for

reading can be adapted for reading control information from

the storage medium 155, the control information may com¬

prise information of a physical or logical location of the

first checksum information or the first encrypted checksum

information.

In another embodiment, the means 160 for reading can be

adapted for reading a chunk table having information on an

association between data and first checksum information or

first encrypted checksum information from the storage me

dium 155. In one embodiment, the means 160 for reading can

be adapted for reading a first 128-bit checksum or en¬

crypted checksum information from the storage medium 155.

Fig. 3 shows an embodiment of a storage medium 300. The

storage medium may be an optical disc comprising a data

section 310 having data information. The storage medium or

optical disc 300 further comprises a checksum section 320

having information on checksum data or encrypted checksum

data based on the data information. Moreover, the optical

disc or storage medium 300 comprises a control section 330

having information on the association of data information

and information on checksum data or encrypted checksum

data. Within the control section 330, a chunk table may be

provided indexing or pointing to, in one embodiment in

terms of logical sector numbers, data blocks and associated

checksum information. For a better overview Fig. 3 shows a

logical structure of a storage medium, which could have a -

sequential physical structure as for example used for opti ¬

cal storage media written sequentially in one long track.

Fig. 4 shows a basic SecurDisc technology anchor structure

(BTAS = Basic SecurDisc Technology Anchor Structure) . The

BTAS can e.g. be located in RLSN 15 (RLSN = Relative Logi ¬

cal Sector Number) , relative to the beginning of a Se-



curDisc enabled recording session at offset RBP 64 (RBP =

Relative Byte Position) . Moreover, one redundant copy of

BTAS can be located at either the last LSN of a SecurDisc

enabled recording session, or the logical sector immedi-

ately preceding the secondary AVDP (AVDP = Anchor Volume

Description Pointer) . The BTAS references an FFIT (FFIT =

File Fragment Information Table) and a redundancy informa¬

tion block, as well as a second redundancy backup copy of

each of these structures, and thus serves as an anchor for

all SecurDisc structures located in the user data area.

Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of an exemplified BTAS.

Fig. 4 shows a field for the structure size which specifies

the total size of the structure in bytes as a Big-Endian

value, which can for example always be 56-bytes. Moreover,

Fig. 4 shows a structure identifier "BTAS", which contains

an ASCII (ASCII = American Standard Code for Information

Interchange) representation of "BTAS" identifying the

structure as a SecurDisc technology anchor structure.

The field DSILSN (DSI = Disc Security Information) speci¬

fies the logical sector number of the disc security infor¬

mation structure as a Big-Endian value. If this security

information is not present, all bytes of this field are set

to zero. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows the FFITLSN, which

specifies the logical sector number of the FFIT as a 64-bit

Big-Endian value.

Another field shown in Fig. 4 is the ARBLSN (ARB = Applica-

tion Revocation Lock) and specifies the logical sector num

ber of ARB as a 64-bit Big-Endian value, or a field filled

with zeros, if no ARB is present. The ARB is required in

the embodiments for all media that use copy protection or

pass phrase protection features of SecurDisc. An ARB is a

revocation block, which can be used to revoke compromised

applications .



Fig. 4 further shows a "Backup DSILSN"-, a "Backup

FFITLSN"- and a "Backup ARBLSN"-f ield, which specify the

logical sector numbers of the respective backup structures.

The FFIT contains information about each contiguous area of

the disc that is managed by SecurDisc, such contiguous ar¬

eas may include files that are copy protected or pass

phrase protected, as well as files protected by checksums.

The FFIT is stored after all other files on the disc , to

allow checksums to be generated on-the-fly during the re-

cording process. The location of the FFIT is flexible, the

FFIT is referenced by the BTAS. It begins with a header and

an embodiment of a structure is shown in Fig. 5 .

Header information is comprised in the FFITH (FFITH = FFIT

Header) -field containing version information and a field

indicating the different SecurDisc features that are used

on any part of the media. A backup of the FFIT is refer¬

enced by the BTAS as mentioned above- Its location may be

freely selected. However, to achieve maximum reliability,

the backup FFIT should be physically distant from the first

copy of the FFIT, as a minimum requirement, the backup FFIT

can be stored in a packet different to the primary FFIT.

As indicated in Fig. 5 , the structure starts with the

"FFITH Size"-field (FFITHS = FFITH size), which specifies

the total size of the FFITH and bytes as a Big-Endian

value. In one embodiment the structure size may always be

40bytes. Moreover, Fig. 5 shows the FFIT identifier, which

contains a ASCII representation of the string "BFIT" iden-

tifying the structure as a SecurDisc file fragment informa¬

tion table.

Moreover, Fig. 5 shows a SecurDisc FFIT version number,

which specifies a version number of the structure. The

first byte contains a high version number the second byte

contains a low version number. The high version number is

01h in one embodiment. An implementation may only rely on

the layout of the remaining information of the FFITH and



its FFITE (FFITE = FFIT Entry) if the high version number

is Olh. If only the low version number is higher than the

version number an implementation supports, the implementa

tion may still rely on the structures that have been de-

fined in a previous version of an embodiment.

Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows a "SecurDisc Copy Protection Re-

covery"-f ield, which comprises the 128-bit disc unique ID

encrypted with a 128-bit AES key value derived from a spe-

cial copy protection recovery pass phase calculated as de

scribed above. There may be no pass phrase verification

checksum for this value in another embodiment. If no copy

protection recovery pass phrase has been specified during

the authoring process all bytes of this field may be set to

zero.

Moreover, Fig. 5 shows a SecurDisc pass phrase verification

checksum, which comprises an 128-bit checksum that can be

used to verify the correctness of the pass phrase entered

by a user. The pass phrase verification checksum has a

fixed value PVC, which can be encrypted using the key con¬

tribution derived from the user pass phrase, as it was de

scribed above.

Furthermore, there is a SecurDisc global feature flag mask

in Fig. 5 comprising the result of an XOR operation, com

bining all feature flag masks of all FFITE of this FFIT.

Fig. 5 also shows an FFITE chunk size, which is a 32-bit

Big-Endian value in this embodiment, and all FFITE may be

stored as a chunked information list with a fixed chunk

size. At the bottom of the structure shown in Fig. 5 there

is a number of FFITE chunks, which specifies the number of

FFITE chunks contained in the file fragment information ta¬

ble as a 64-bit Big-Endian value. The chunk list of FFITE

starts immediately after the FFITH, as depicted in Fig. 5 .



The FFITH may grow as additional fields are added in fur¬

ther embodiments. The location of the FFITE can be calcu¬

lated as

FFITEOFFSET[O] = FFITLSN * BPS + FFITHS

FFITELSN[O] = FFITEOFFSET[0] DIV BPS

FFITERBP[O] = FFITEOFFSET[0] MOD BPS

with FFITEOFFSET[O] being the relative bit position (RBP =

Relative Bit Position) of the first FFITE relative to the

beginning of the user data area of the disc, BPS is the

number of bytes per sector and FFITELSN is the LSN of the

FFIT.

The result of this operation is FFITELSN[O], the LSN of the

first FFITE and FFITERBP[O], the relative byte position of

the first FFITE from the beginning of the sector specified

by the FFITELSN[O] .

FFITE are stored in ascending order of their fragments'

LSN. The location of a particular entry x is calculated as

FFITEOFFSET[x] = FFITEOFFSET[0] + x * FFITECS

FFITELSN[X] = FFITEOFFSET [x] DIV BPS

FFITERBP[X] = FFITEOFFSET [x] MOD BPS ,

where FFITEOFFSET [x] is the RBP of the x-th FFITE relative

to the beginning of the user data area of the disc, x is a

number between 0 and NUMFFITE-I and FFITECS is the FFITE

content size.

The result of this operation is FFITELSN [x], the LSN of the

x-th FFITE and FITERBP [x], the relative byte of the x-th

FFITE from the beginning of the sector specified by

FFITELSN[X] .



An embodiment of an FFITE structure is shown in Fig. 6 .

Fig. 6 shows an "LSN of File Fragment"-f ield, which speci¬

fies the LSN of. the file fragment managed by the FFITE.

Moreover, a field is dedicated to the size of the file

fragment in logical sectors, specifying the size of the

file fragment managed by the FFITE in logical sectors. A

logical sector is the smallest logical unit for SecurDisc.

If a sector is not used completely, the remaining space can

be filled with zeros in this embodiment.

A pass phrase protected field "pp" comprises a flag, also

being part of the SecurDisc feature flag mask. If true, the

file fragment managed by this FFIT is pass phrase pro¬

tected. The "CS"-field is also part of the SecurDisc fea-

ture flag mask. If true, the content of the file fragment

managed by this FFITE can be verified using the "File Frag¬

ment Checksum"-field stored in this FFITE.

The "CP"-field is part of the SecurDisc feature flag mask.

It can assume four distinct conditions regarding copy pro¬

tection for the file fragment managed by this FFITE as

specified in the Table in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 shows an embodi¬

ment of the copy protection values, indicating whether copy

protection is used or not for this file fragment, and

whether special protected output rules apply.

Fig. 6 further shows the file fragment checksum in case the

CS flag is true, this field may contain a AES-128 crypto¬

graphic hash of the file fragment managed by this FFITE. If

the CS flag is false, this field may contain all zeros.

Moreover, Fig. 6 shows in row 6 , a space that can be re¬

served for SecurDisc feature flag mask extensions.

Fig. 8 shows an embodiment of a disc security information

structure (DSI = Disc Security Information) . The disc secu ¬

rity information structure stores global information about

disc security. It is stored after all other files on the

disc to allow digital signatures to be generated on-the-



fly. The location of the DSI may be referenced by the BTAS

as mentioned above. The DSI can be stored in a contiguous

area of the disc-

Moreover, a backup DSI may be referenced by the BTAS in an

embodiment. Its location may be freely selected. However,

to achieve maximum reliability, the backup DSI should be

physically distant from the first DSI copy. As a minimum

requirement, the backup DSI should be stored in a different

packet than the primary DSI in an embodiment.

If the backup DSI is located on a disc before the primary

DSI, a "RSA Disc Signature"-f ield of the backup DSI may be

assumed to have all its bits set to zero when calculating

the digital signature in this embodiment (RSA = Initials of

Surnames of Inventors, Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) . More

over, the DSI structure may store up to 65535 redundancy

map references in embodiments. This allows for a very fine

grained configuration of redundancy mapping.

Fig. 8 shows an embodiment of a DSI structure. The "DSI

Size"-field specifies the size of the structure in bytes,

as a Big-Endian value. In this embodiment, the size is

120+ (N+l)xlCh. The DSI identifier can be a 4 byte identi-

fier, identifying the structure as a DSI structure. This

identifier may contain the ASCII representation of "BDSI".

In an embodiment a SecurDisc DSI version number specifies

the version number of the structure. The first byte may

contain the higher version number and the second byte may

contain the lower version number in this embodiment. The

higher version number may be 01h for this embodiment, the

low version number may be 00h. An implementation may only

rely on the layout of the remaining information of DSI if

the higher version number is 01h. If only the low version

number is higher than the version number the implementation

supports, the implementation may still rely on the struc ¬

tures that have been defined in a previous version.



The number of redundancy maps N specifies the number of re¬

dundancy maps referenced by the structure as a 16-bit Big-

Endian value. The minimum number of redundancy maps may be

1 in an embodiment, so the actual number of redundancy maps

can be N+l. As mentioned above, in the "Reserved"-f ield,

all bytes may be set to zero.

A "Disc Signature RSA Public Key Hash"-field may contain a

128-bit AES hash value of the public key that can be used

for signature verification. It may be used by an implemen

tation to check whether the correct public key has been

supplied by the user to verify the authenticity of the

disc. If the disc is not digitally signed, all bits of the

field may be set to zero.

A "RSA Disc Signature"-field may contain a 256-bit RSASSA-

PSS digital signature (PSS = Probabilistic Signature

Scheme) . If the disc is not digitally signed, all bytes of

this field are set to zero. An SHA-I (SHA = Secure Hash Al

gorithm) hash value generated for the digital signature

contains all data starting from the beginning of the ses

sion until the last byte before the "RSA Disc Signature"-

field of the primary DSI. If the area covered by the SHA-I

hash includes the backup DSI structure, the structure can

be included in the hash with its "RSA Disc Signature"-f ield

set to all zeros.

The redundancy information contains information about re-

dundancy maps on the SecurDisc media. It is used when data

is stored redundantly to allow recovery from fatal read er¬

rors, and corresponds to control information, specifying

location and presence of redundancy data, according to an

embodiment .

A more detailed embodiment of a redundancy information

structure is shown in Fig. 9 . The structure shown in Fig. 9

may repeat N-rl times, so one entry can be present for each



redundancy map defined in the DSI structure explained

above. If the "Map Type"-field is set to false, the "Redun¬

dancy Level"-field specifies how many packets may form a

redundancy group. The value may be in the range from 1

through (2 32-l) with 1 being the highest security level. If

the "Map Type"-field is set to true, the redundancy level

may specify how many redundancy packets are written for a

single user data packet. The value can be in the range from

1 to (2 32-l) with 232-l being the highest security level. In

one embodiment setting this field to zero may serve as

switching off the enhanced data security feature.

The "Map Type"-field may specify the type of mapping be

tween redundancy packets and user data packets, i.e. be-

tween data and redundancy data. If this bit is set to true,

the mapping between user data packets and redundancy pack¬

ets may be 1:N. This means that for a single user data

packet, at least one redundancy packet exists. The exact

number may be specified by a "Redundancy Level"-f ield. If

the bit is set to false, the mapping between user data

packets and redundancy packets may be N:l. This means that

at least one user data packet may be mapped to a single re

dundancy packet. The exact number of user data packets

mapped to a single redundancy packet may be specified by

the "Redundancy Level -field. In the "Reserved"-f ield, all

bits are set to zero as mentioned above.

A "Redundancy Function"-f ield can specify the redundancy

function used. In one embodiment, a value of 0Oh may indi-

cate that enhanced data security is not used. For example,

a value of 01h may indicate that an XOR redundancy grouping

scheme is used. In this scheme, two data packets are proc ¬

essed using an XOR operation, of which a redundancy packet

results. Any two of the then three packets allow to restore

the two data packets. The "Redundancy Function"-f ield may

specify other redundancy functions as, for example, the us

age of Reed Solomon encoding, a convolutional coding scheme

or even enable the usage of turbo codes.



A "Number of Redundancy Map Entries"-f ield may specify the

number of redundancy map entries as a Big-Endian DWORD

value. The "Redundancy Map LSN"-field specifies the LSN of

the redundancy map as a Big-Endian 64-bit value or zero if

the enhanced data security feature is not used. A "Backup

Redundancy Map LSN"-field may specify the LSN of the backup

redundancy map as a Big-Endian 64-bit value or zero, 'when

the feature is not used.

The redundancy map information structure provides a 1:N or

N:l mapping between user data packets and redundancy pack¬

ets. Which mapping mode is in use for a particular disc may

be determined by the "Map Type"-field specified in the "Re-

dundancy Information"-f ield of the DSI structure. If the

"Map Type"-field is set to false, a unique packet corre

sponds to a redundancy packet and a mapped packet corre¬

sponds to a user data packet according to the structure de¬

picted in Fig. 10. If the "Map Type"-field is set to true,

a unique packet corresponds to a user data packet and a

mapped packet corresponds to a redundancy packet in Fig.

10. Therewith, different code rates are enabled, which are

literally 1:N, respectively N:l. The redundancy map com¬

prises entries according to the structure depicted in Fig.

10. Redundancy map entries are sorted in ascending order of

their unique packet number in this embodiment.

A backup of the redundancy map information is referenced by

the DSI structure. Its location may be freely selected.

However, to achieve maximum reliability, the backup redun

dancy map should by physically distant from the first copy.-

As a minimum requirement, the backup redundancy should be

stored in a different packet than the primary in an embodi

ment .

In Fig. 10, a "Unique Packet Number"-f ield may specify a

packet number of the unique packet with the meaning speci

fied above. The packet number of a "Mapped Packet#N"- field



may specify a REDLEVEL entry following the unique packet

number. They specify the mapped packets with the meaning

specified above.

Fig. 11 shows an embodiment of an application revocation

block structure (ARB = Application Revocation Block) . The

primary and backup ARB are referenced by the BTAS. The al

location may be freely selected. However, to achieve maxi

mum reliability, the backup ARB should be physically dis-

tant from the primary ARB copy. In one embodiment, the

minimum requirement would be to store the backup ARB in a

different packet than the primary ARB.

The application revocation block, as exemplified in Fig.

11, may serve as a key ingredient and has two fields.

According to Fig. 11, the "ARB Length"-f ield specifies the

length of the application revocation block in bytes as a

Big-Endian WORD value. The "Application Revocation Block"-

field specifies the application revocation block in the

format of a revocation block, as described above.

Part of an embodiment of SecurDisc, can be that a SecurDisc

feature descriptor allows the host to determine whether Se¬

curDisc is supported by an optical disc drive and whether

the optical disc currently in the drive can be used with

SecurDisc. In an embodiment the feature will be set to ac

tive regardless of whether an optical disc has already been

written to using SecurDisc or not. An optical disk drive

(ODD = Optical Disk Drive) may support a GET CONFIGURATION

command as specified by the MMC /Mt Fuji (MMC = Multimedia

Command) specification and it may be used to obtain the

feature descriptor from the ODD. The execution of this com

mand may not be required prior drive host authentication.

An embodiment of a feature descriptor structure is depicted

in Fig. 12. The structure in Fig. 12 shows a feature code,

which could for example be 0113h (Big-Endian) for an em

bodiment of Securdisc. The "Current"-f ield comprises a flag



indicating whether an optical disc can be used for Se-

curdisc recording is in the drive. The "Persistent"-f ield

comprises a flag indicating that the status of the current

flag may change any time, in other embodiments it may al-

ways be set to true. Moreover, the "Version"-f ield may al

ways be set to zero for a version of an embodiment. It is

meant to change, only if any optical disc drive side

changes may occur in the future. The "Reserved"-f ield is

reserved and may contain only zeros in this embodiment. The

"Additional Lengths"-f ield may be set to 4 to allow for fu

ture extensions. If the CPA (CPA = Copy Protection Active)

is set to true, this flag specifies that the Securdisc copy

protection feature can be used with the optical disc that

is currently inserted in a drive.

After the Securdisc feature descriptor is read, the host

may make sure that it is working with a licensed Securdisc

drive. Reading the Securdisc feature descriptor can be man

datory for drive host authentication to work in some em-

bodiments. During drive host authentication, in addition to

making sure that both the host application and the optical

disc drive are licensed components, a bus key can be estab

lished. This bus key is used later to exchange crypto

graphic data for copy protection. Drive host authentication

may be required before writing any Securdisc content.

Embodiments of the present invention provide the advantage

that data can be verified and their origin can be authenti

cated. Therewith, embodiments of the present invention pro-

vide an enhanced data security and reliability.

Depending on certain implementation requirements of the in

ventive methods, the inventive methods can be implemented

in hardware or in software. The implementation can be per-

formed using a digital storage medium, in particular, a

disc, DVD or a CD having an electronically readable control

signals stored thereon, which co-operate with a programma ¬

ble computer system, such that the inventive methods are



performed. Generally, the present invention is, therefore,

a computer program product with a program code stored on a

machine-readable carrier, the program code being operated

for performing the inventive methods when the computer pro¬

gram product runs on a computer. In other words, the inven¬

tive methods are, therefore, a computer program having a

program code for performing at least one of the inventive

methods when the computer program runs on a computer.



Claims

1 . Apparatus (10.0) for writing checksum information on a

data content on a storage medium (105), comprising:

a means (110) for providing checksum information based

on a data content; and

a writer (115) for writing the data content and the

checksum information on the storage medium (105), such

that a baseline reader and an enhanced reader can read

the data content, the enhanced reader can read and

process the checksum information and the baseline

reader ignores, skips or does not read the checksum

information.

2 . Apparatus (100) of claim 1 , further comprising a means

(120) for encrypting the checksum information to ob¬

tain an integrity information, the encryption being

based on an encryption key and wherein the writer

(115) is adapted for writing the integrity information

to the storage medium (105) .

3 . Apparatus (100) o f one of the preceding claims,

wherein the writer (115) is adapted for writing on an

optical disc.

4 . Apparatus (100) o f one of the preceding claims,

wherein the writer (115) is adapted for writing con-

trol information on a physical or logical location of

the checksum information or integrity information on

the storage medium (105) .

5 . Apparatus (100) of one o f the preceding claims,

wherein the writer (115) is adapted for writing the

checksum information or the integrity information to

the logical end of the storage medium (105) .



6 . Apparatus (100) of one of the preceding claims,

wherein the writer (115) is adapted for writing a

chunk table specifying an association between data and

checksums or integrity information on the storage me-

dium (105) .

7 . Apparatus (100) of one of the preceding claims,

wherein the writer (115) is adapted for writing a '128-

bit checksum for a data segment to the storage medium

(105) .

8 . A method for writing checksum information on a data

content on a storage medium, comprising the steps of:

providing checksum information based on a data con

tent; and

writing the data content and the checksum information

on the storage medium such that a baseline reader and

an enhanced reader can read the data content, the en¬

hanced reader can read and process the checksum infor¬

mation, and the baseline reader ignores, skips or does

not read the checksum information.

9 . Computer program having a program code for performing

the method according to claim 8 , when the computer

program runs on a computer.

10. Apparatus (150) for verifying a data content from a

storage medium (155), comprising:

a means (160) for reading the data content and the

first checksum information from the storage medium

(155) ;

a means (165) for providing a second checksum informa

tion based on the data content; and



a means (170) for providing a verification indication

if the first and the second checksum information are

equal .

11. Apparatus (150) of claim 10, wherein the means (160)

for reading is adapted for reading a first encrypted

checksum information and further comprising a means

(175) for decrypting the first encrypted checksum in¬

formation to obtain the first checksum information

based on a decryption key.

12. Apparatus (150) of one of the claims 10 or 11, wherein

the means (160) for reading is adapted for reading an

optical disc.

13. Apparatus (150) of one of the claims 10 to 12, wherein

the means (160) for reading is adapted for reading

control information from the storage medium (155) , the

control information comprising information on a physi-

cal or a logical location of the first checksum infor¬

mation or the first encrypted checksum information.

14. Apparatus (150) of one of the claims 10 to 13, wherein

the means (160) for reading is adapted for reading a

chunk table having information on an association be¬

tween the data and the first checksum information or

the first encrypted checksum information from the

storage medium (155) .

15. Apparatus (150) of one of the claims 11 to 14, wherein

the means (160) for reading is adapted for reading a

128-bit first checksum information or first encrypted

checksum information from the storage medium (155).

16. Method for verifying a data content from a storage me

dium, comprising the steps of:



reading the data content and the first checksum infor¬

mation from the storage medium;

providing a second checksum information based on the

data content; and

providing verification indication if the first and the

second checksum information are equal.

17. Computer program having a program code for performing

the method of claim 16 when the program code runs on a

computer .

18. Optical disc drive comprising an apparatus for writing

according to one of the claims 1 to 7 or an apparatus

for verifying according to one of the claims 10 to 15.

19. Optical disc drive comprising a firmware according to

claim 9 or claim 17 .

20. Optical disc (300) comprising a data section (310)

having data information, a checksum section (320) hav¬

ing information on checksum data or encrypted checksum

data based on the data information and a control sec-

tion (330) having information on the association of

the data information and the information on checksum

data or encrypted checksum data.



LIST OF REFERENCE SIGNS

100 Apparatus for writing

105 Storage medium

110 Means for providing

115 Writer

120 Means for encrypting

150 Apparatus for verifying

155 Storage medium

160 Means for reading

165 Means for providing second checksum

170 Means for providing verification

175 Means for decrypting

300 Storage medium

310 Data section

320 checksum/integrity section

330 Control information/ jump table
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